Abstract -The quadrature response of longitudinal impedance is shown to be the effective impedance for the beam instability. The results of the application of this formulation are compared with that obtained using the Robinson-Pedersen approach and the Sacherer integral equation. The formulation is further generalized to the rigid bunch motion using signal analysis method, where a form factor shows up naturally. Finally, the formulation is applied to solve the coupled bunch instabilities. Examples of the AGS Booster and the AGS coupled bunch instabilities are used to illustrate the applications of the formulation.
I. The New Formulation
In caused by the cavity voltage variation. IB is the beam current amplitude of the fundamental frequency, i.e., the FU? frequency.
Finally, Z M (~ represents the effective longitudinal
impedance wit h respect to the beam instability. In the block diagram, the upper loop represents the synchrotron oscillation, as shown in [l] . The lower loop represents the Wects of the beam current to the cavity voltage through thelongitudinal impedance.
Fig.1. Beam Dynamic Model

B. Impedance
We use both Laplace and Fourier transforms.
For instance, an impedance in the Laplace form can be Z ( s + j W R F ) , and its counterpart in the Fourier form is written as Z(W+WRF). Consider a general situation of the modulated input and output. Let the input signal of a system be f ( t ) and the output be q ( t ) . The input signal is assumed to be a low frequency signal f , , ( t ) modulated by an RF carrier, say COSWRF~, i..e., we can write, f ( t ) = ( t ) CoswR~t (2) Under the modulation of the frequency w R F , the inphase and quadrature responses of the impedance Z(W) are determined by Using (1-41, the equation (5) can be shown to be, (6) therefore (5) is proved. When the beam passes the cavity gap, the in-phase response due to the cavity impedance, which is modulated by cos W R F~, provides an almost constant force in the beam synchrotron oscillation, which has little effect on the beam instability. O n the other hand, since the quadrature response is modulated by sin w R F~ it is in the same fashion as that of the FU? driving wave and functions as the same as the RF driving wave. Therefore, if the instability of synchrotron oscillation is concerned, the quadrature response represented by (4) becomes a dominant effect. Thus the effective longitudinal impedance is, 1
G(w)=F(w)Z(w))
Consider an RF cavity with the resonant frequency w R , the shunt resistance R , the half- 
II. Generalize the Formulation
To generalize the formulation t o the rigid bunch motion, the beam current signal needs to be analyzed. 
We further assume that the bunches have a Gaussian distribution, which is chosen for convenience, and with an effective bunch length 7~. Using the phase oscillation amplitude r=wRFr the equation (13) (14) contains not only RF frequency modulation but also R F harmonics modulation, i.e., R F harmonic modulation. For the carrier with the frequency p W R F , the variable wRF in (4) should however be replaced by p w~~. In the system synthesis, firstly these frequency components in the rigid bunch motion signal should be identified, then the corresponding longitudinal impedances should be used to find the induced forces. The combined force is the one the beam received.
The second difference of (14) from (15 is that it motion, i.e., m u s , 1 1 . 1>1.
The third difference is that in (14), the spectrum amplitude is affected by the Bessel function, the bunch distribution and the bunch length. The combined influence of these factors can be called a form factor.
C. Form factor
Consider the most important case of dipole motion with R F frequency modulation, where p = f l and m = f l . We write (14) as, 1>1. It is shown [l] Consider the longitudinal dipole motion discussed in Section I again. The form factor F in (17 has to be multiplied to the scaling IB in Fig.1, an therefore also to Y = I'R/V in (10). Thus, Y1 = F Y will replace Y in the second stability equation. Since F < I , the stability margin is extended.
d III. Coupled Bunch Instabilities A. Coupled bunch motion
Let there be h bunches, and let n be the coupled bunch mode number. There will be n = 0, 1, ... The coupled bunch mode of n wo can be assumed to be a rigid wave. For an individual bunch, the modulation effect of the beam current signal due to the coupled bunch mode is demodulated. By the same argument as in Section I, the quadrature response represents the effective longitudinal impedance. Therefore we have the following longitudinal impedance, 1 It is interesting to revisit the form factor derived in Section II. We rewrite it as, The simplification of the form factor in (17) cannot be made in the case of the coupled bunch mode, since now w I is not close to wRF if n # 0, and both variables h ave to be considered in the Bessel function. For high frequency, the influence of r shows up, which is shown in Fig.3 . In a small range of r , for instance between 0.01 to 0.2 in Fig.3 , the form factors are approximately the same. This shows the reason why we can assume that the coupled bunch mode is a rigid wave in the instability study.
C. Examples of the AGS Booster and the AGS
A coupled bunch instability has been excited in the AGS booster by tuning a test R F cavity [SI. In the booster h is 3, and fRF was 2.55 mz. In the test, the coupled bunch instability of a dipole mode was observed at the first revolution line, i.e., at 850 KHz, which implies that n = 2. We have Io = 0.082 A, 4s = 0, and V = 30 KV, and r~= 1 3 0 nS. The RF cavity used to excite the coupled bunch motion has approximately a quality factor 2.5 and a shunt resistance 3 KO, it was tuned at the revolution frequency in the test. To estimate the effective resistance F R I , the form factor in (21) is used, where the Gaussian distribution is still used allowing minor errors. The effective resistance of the test cavity is found to be 1 KS1 at 850 KHz. The growth rate calculated using 20)
In an AGS operation, a coupled bunch instability was observed at the 1. 77 GeV front porch, with is 27.7 mS, which is close to the test result of 30 m L . 
